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Are developers well-prepared 
to handle secrets in source 

code without leaking them to 
the public?

Motivation
The State of Secrets Sprawl 2023
GitGuardian, https://s.gwdg.de/o3Z7dz

The amount of code secret leaks on GitHub 
increased by 10M (67%) within one year 
(2021 to 2022).

“5.5 commits out of 1,000 exposed at least 
one secret (+50%)”

“1 in 10 authors exposed a secret in 2022”

Research Questions
1. How widespread is code secret leakage 

among developers?
2. What are secret leakage prevention 

approaches, and what are developers 
experiences?

3. What are developers’ experiences with 
code secret leakage incidents?

4. What are developers’ experiences with 
code secret remediation techniques and 
tools?

Mixed-Methods Study
● Survey with 109 developers about their experiences with code 

secret leakage
○ 50 freelancers from Upwork
○ 59 developers from GitHub

● Followed up by 14 semi-structured interviews with GitHub 
developers who experienced secret leakage to gather in-depth 
insights

Selected Recommendations
● Prevention: Using a combination of different approaches 

to decrease the likelihood of code secret leakage. 
○ Externalize and block secrets from VCS (e.g., using 

environment variables)
○ Apply monitoring to detect leaks (e.g., secret scanners)

● Remediation: Always renew or revoke leaked secrets.
○ Analyze leak and revise access management
○ Notify concerned roles (e.g., customers or 

management)

● We discovered 18 approaches in total to prevent and 
remediate code secret leakage

Selected Survey Findings
How widespread is code secret leakage?
● 30.3% of our survey respondents encountered code secret leakage

Selected Interview 
Findings
● “Code secret leakage happens four or five times a 

year”— I5

● “[The Leak] was probably out there for a couple of 
weeks. So, yes, that was not amazing.”— I11

● “We were a startup, [we didn’t had any prevention 
approaches in place], we took all the measures after the 
secret leakage.”— I2

● “I didn’t ask anyone, I knew what to do, I just 
responded directly.”— I5

● “Most of the time, [the secret scanner] just raises 
warnings about some secrets that are really supposed 
to be in the code and you have to manually exclude it 
from being scanned.”— I13

More Findings
Will be presented at USENIX’23

See you there!
Website & Replication Package
https://publications.teamusec.de/2023-usenix-codesecrets/
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